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Small clusters of group 1 metal complexes with hydrogen fluoride molecules M(HF)n, M ) Li, Na, and K,
are studied with the ab initio molecular orbital method. The trimer M(HF)3 forms aC3V cluster, in which the
metal atom is ionized and the ejected electron is trapped on the top of three equivalent HF molecules. The
optimized geometric structure of Li(HF)3 is almost identical with that of the ion pair Li+(HF)3Cl- by replacing
a Cl- anion with an ejected electron{e-} ; thus Li(HF)3 can be described as Li+(HF)3{e-}. The entity{e-}
is trapped under the electrostatic field created by three HF bond dipoles; and at the same time, the HF bonds
are polarized and weakened. A triplet anion{e-}(HF)3Li +(HF)3{e-} is stable and is a possible anion unit of
electrides.

1. Introduction

More than a decade ago, Fuke and co-workers1 and Hertel
and co-workers2 studied the size dependence of the ionization
threshold energy (ITE) of group 1 metal atom complexes with
water molecules, M(H2O)n. Their remarkable findings are the
convergence of ITE to a nearly equal energy atn ) 4 for all of
M ) Li, Na, and Cs; the converged values are almost
independent of the metals. Hashimoto and co-workers,3-5 and
Tsurusawa and Iwata6,7 studied the clusters with the ab initio
molecular orbital methods. In these computational works, it was
concluded that the electron is ejected from the metal atom in
the clusters ofn g 4 and is surrounded by a few OH bonds of
water molecules, although it was not possible to definitively
identify the isomers of the clusters experimentally observed.
Iwata and Tsurusawa reviewed both experimental and theoretical
studies8 in which they emphasized the similarity in the structure
of the electron ejected from the metal in the clustersn g 4
with that of the excess electron in some of the small water cluster
anions.9,10 Both an ejected electron in the metal-water com-
plexes and an excess electron in the water anions are stabilized
by the surrounding OH bonds, in most cases more than two
OH bonds of two or three (or more) water molecules. The
electron is trapped in the electrostatic field created by a few
OH bond dipole moments. Their structures can be denoted as
(OH)r{e-}(OH)t. The interesting characteristics found are that
the OH bonds directing to the electron{e-} are lengthened,
and their calculated harmonic frequencies are downward shifted,
as the OH bonds in the hydrogen bonding system. Because of
this similarity, Iwata and Tsurusawa called the bond between
the OH and the{e-} an electron-hydrogen bond. In these
clusters, in most cases, the water molecules form the hydrogen
bond networks which mostly determine the geometric structure
of the cluster; and as a result, the OH bonds surrounding the
electron{e-} are not equivalent to each other.

There are numerous theoretical papers for the water anions;
one of them includes extensive works for hexamer anion isomers
by Kim’s group.11,12 Among various types of water anion

clusters reported, some simple but interesting isomers are found
for a water dimer anion ofD2h

9 and for a water trimer anion of
D3h.10 In the D2h dimer anion, the electron is trapped between
two nonhydrogen bonded water molecules as (OH2){e-}(H2O);
four of the OH bonds of the two water molecules are equivalent.
TheD3h trimer anion has a similar structure except that six OH
bonds of three water molecules equivalently surround the
electron{e-}. The trimer anion of (OH2){e-}(HOHOH2) is also
found.9 In these anions, the electron{e-} plays a role of glue
to hold the water molecules. These dimer and trimer anions are
much less stable than the linear dimer and trimer anions of the
dipole bound type; and they are expected not to be detected in
the normal experimental conditions. In 2002, Bowen and co-
workers observed two isomers of hydrogen fluoride trimer
anions (HF)3-1 13 in the photoelectron spectra. With help of the
computational study, they assigned the band at 0.24 eV to a
linear chain dipole bound anion, and the band at 0.43 eV was
assigned to an isomer of (FH){e-}(HFHF), where the electron
is trapped between an HF molecule and a dimer (HF)2. In their
calculations, they also found theD3h trimer anion, and excluded
it from the candidates because of less stability. The electronic
structure and the nature of the excess electron{e-} in these
clusters surrounded by water molecules or by hydrogen fluoride
molecules are the same. The electron{e-} is trapped in an
electrostatic field created by the surrounding multi-bond dipoles
(OH or FH), and at the same time, the localized electron glues
those dipoles by polarizing the OH or FH bonds. In retrospect,
before our work on (OH2){e-}(H2O), Gutowski and Skurski
first reported such anion of (FH){e-}(HF) and discussed the
interaction in terms of the dispersion force.14 After the paper
of Bowen and co-workers, the computational studies for larger
(HF)r{e-}(HF)t are reported.15,16 In addition, although the
authors are not aware of the similarity, the linear hydrogen halide
anions of XH{e-}HX (X ) Cl, Br) studied by Rauk and
Armstrong17 have the similar electronic structure; and two
hydrogen halide molecules are glued by the excess electron
{e-}.

In these clusters, the entity denoted above by{e-} has no
central positive charges at all. The crystal called electrides has
such an entity as a unit of the crystal lattices.18-20 A typical
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organic electride is Cs+(15-crown-5)2{e-} reported by Dys.18

Hosono and co-workers found a more complex inorganic
electride [Ca24Al28O64]{e-}4, which has unique electric and
magnetic properties.20 The F center in the alkali halide crystals
is known to be such entities as defects.21

In the present paper, we show a new type of neutral clusters
M(HF)n, M ) Li, Na and K, which have a similar structural
entity of the excess electron{e-} ejected from a metal atom. It
is demonstrated that the trimer M+(HF)3{e-} is a good candidate
of a part of the unit of new electride crystals.

In our literature search, no papers for the clusters M(HF)n

were found, except for a paper of an accurate ab initio study of
a Li-HF complex,22 which only discusses the nature of the weak
molecular interaction.

2. Computational Methods

The geometry optimization was carried out with the UHF
MP2/6-311++(d,p) level of calculations. The harmonic fre-
quencies were also evaluated with the same level. Gaussian 0323

was used in the calculations. All of the structures shown in the
figures are confirmed to be at the local minimum by evaluating
the harmonic frequencies. After the spin projection, the expecta-
tion value ofS2 is 0.750 for most of the clusters.

To determine a proper value for drawing the iso-value surface
of molecular orbital (MO) φj, a program, IsoMOSurf, is
developed.24 For a givenxe (1 > xe > 0), FunctionIsoMOSur-
f(xe, φj) returns a valueIsoSurf(xe), which is determined to satisfy
the condition

where the volume integral is approximated by a sum of the
densities|φj(rk)|2 at thekth cuberk times the volume of cubeV,
and the sum is taken from the largest value of|φj(rk)|2. To draw
the MO surface,IsoSurf(xe) is input to MOLDEN or to the other
utility programs. The volumeIsoVol(xe) inside of the surface
can be easily evaluated by counting the number of cubes taken

in the sum. Previously, we calledIsoVol(0.5) for the singly
occupied MO SEM (singly occupied MO, SOMO, extension
measure).6 MOLDEN was used to draw the iso-value surface
in the figures.25

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. C3W Form Isomer of M(HF) 3, M ) Li, Na, and K.
Figures 1 and 2 show the optimized structures of M(HF)n and
the SOMOs. The metal-F distances and [IsoSurf(0.5), Iso-
Vol(0.5)] for SOMO are given in the figures. The surfaces of
SOMO show the characteristics of the electronic structure of
the clusters. The Fermi contact terms of the nuclei also are a

Figure 1. Geometric structures and the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of Li(HF)n. See text on the boundary of SOMO. The numbers
in the square brackets are [IsoSurf(0.5), IsoVol(0.5)/Å3]. For a free Li atom, they are [0.039, 30.2].

xe ) ∫ inside of surface
dr|φj|2 = ∑

k

inside of surface

|φj(rk)|2V (1)

Figure 2. Comparison of geometric structures ofC3V isomers of Li-
(HF)3, Na(HF)3, and K(HF)3 and of ion Li+(HF)3Cl-. The numbers in
the square brackets are [IsoSurf(0.5), IsoVol(0.5)/Å3].
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good measure of the character of SOMO, and in Table 1, the
ratio Fin cluster/Fatom is given for Li and K complexes. The
SOMOs of Li(HF)[Li_1] and of Li(HF)2[Li_2-a and Li_2-b]
are characterized as the sp hybridized orbital, and the reduction
of the Fermi contact terms on the Li atom can be explained by
the hybridization. For M) Na and K, the similar clusters to
[Li_1], [Li_2-a], and [Li_2-b] are found. Because of the larger
size of the metal atoms, the Na-F (K-F) distances are 2.388
(2.752) Å for [M_1] and 2.341 (2.736) Å for [M_2-a].

A drastic change in the electronic structure is found in Li-
(HF)3[Li_3-a], shown in Figure 2. There is almost no electron
on the Li atom, as seen in Figure 2 and in the ratio of the Fermi
contact term given in Table 1. The cluster [M_3-a] hasC3V
symmetry for M) Li, Na, and K. The SOMO electron is located
outside of the framework of the cluster Li+(HF)3, and the cluster
can be described as Li+(HF)3{e-}, where the sign{e-} denotes
that the electron in the SOMO is separated far away from the
atomic nuclei; the electron{e-} forms a nearly isolated entity.
The large coefficients of SOMO are found on the diffuse basis
functions of all of the constituent atoms. In the previous works
for the M(H2O)n clusters,7 we confirmed that the basis sets used
can describe the ejected electron{e-}. As is seen in Figure 2,
Na+(HF)3{e-}[Na_3-a] and K+(HF)3{e-}[K_3-a] have the
similar geometric and electronic structures with Li+(HF)3{e-},
except for the metal-F distances. In the M(HF)n clusters, the
group 1 metal atom is ionized atn ) 3, which is in contrast to
the M(H2O)n clusters, in which the metal atom is ionized forn
g 4.5-7 The other difference from the M(H2O)n clusters is the
symmetric structure of M(HF)3; three HF molecules are
equivalent to each other. In most cases of the M(H2O)n clusters,
two OH bonds of a water molecule do not interact equivalently
with the {e-} because of the hydrogen bond network among
water molecules.

3.2. Electron-Hydrogen Bond. The structure of theC3V
isomer [M_3-a] clearly indicates that three equivalent HF
molecules support the electron{e-} ejected from the metal atom.
The interaction between the{e-} and the HF molecules is the
electron-hydrogen bond, similar to the ion-hydrogen bond in
halogen-water clusters X-(H2O)n (X ) F, Cl, Br, and I).26-28

So the entity{e-} in Li+(HF)3{e-} can be replaced with a
halogen anion; in Figure 2, the optimized structure of Li+(HF)3Cl-

is shown for comparison. The remarkable similarity between
the structures of Li+(HF)3{e-} and Li+(HF)3Cl- can be noticed;
for Li+(HF)3{e-}, R(Li-F) ) 1.899 Å, R(H-F) ) 0.961 Å,
angle(H-F-Li) ) 97.1°, and the corresponding values for
Li+(HF)3Cl- are 1.895 Å, 0.966 Å, and 94.5°.

In theC3V isomer M+(HF)3{e-}, an electron{e-} is captured
by a strong electrostatic field created by the three equivalent

FH bonds. We may call this type of electron “an electron bound
by the surrounding multi-dipole moments”, which should be
differentiated from the dipole bound electron. The electron is
much more tightly bound under the electrostatic field of the
surrounding multi-dipole moments than the well-known dipole
bound electron, so that it behaves similar to the halogen anion
as shown in Figure 2.

The structure surrounding the entity{e-} also resembles the
structures found computationally in the anions of (OH2){e-}(H2O)
of D2h, (OH2)

(OH2){e-}(H2O) of D3h,9,10 (FH){e-}(HF) of D∞h
14, and

(FH)
(FH){e-}(HF) of D3h.13 In these anion clusters, no hydrogen
bonds exist between water molecules and between hydrogen
fluoride molecules. The excess electron{e-} glues the sur-
rounding water molecules and hydrogen fluoride molecules.
Similarly, the ejected electron{e-} in Li+(HF)3{e-} glues the
hydrogen fluoride molecules; if the electron is removed (ion-
ized), the remaining cation becomes a planarD3 ion Li+(HF)3.
The interaction between the electron{e-} and the H of HF and
of H2O is so strong that it can be called a ‘bond’. So, we first
used electron-hydrogen bond for such bonds between{e-} and
H-O in M(H2O)n6,7 and later in water cluster anions
(H2O)n

-.9,10

As in the ordinal hydrogen bond, the O-H and F-H bonds
directing to the electron{e-} are lengthened, and the harmonic
force constants of the bonds become smaller.7 The fourth and
fifth columns of Table 1 show the largest changes among the
bond lengths and among the harmonic frequencies in each
cluster. We may compare them with the changes in the planer
cation Li+(HF)3 from a free FH, where∆RHF ) 0.009 Å and
∆νHF ) -125 cm-1. The large lengthening ofRHF and the
extreme downward shift ofνHF in Li+(HF)3{e-} imply that the
antibonding orbitalσHF

/ does have a contribution to the SOMO,
which can also be seen in Figure 2.

Among 12 intermolecular vibrational modes, the highest 3
modes (747, 747, and 635 cm-1 for Li+(HF)3{e-}) exhibit the
unique motions; the metal atom and three F atoms do not move
at all, and only three hydrogen atoms move to change the angles
Li-F-H. It seems that three FH molecules are bending against
the electron{e-} . They have a relatively large transition dipole
moment for the infra-red absorption spectrum. The similar
modes are found in Li+(HF)3Cl-; the corresponding frequencies
are 1028, 882, and 882 cm-1.

3.3. Other Isomers of M(HF)n, n ) 2, 3, and 4.In Figure
1, the structures of isomers Li(HF)2, Li(HF)3, and Li(HF)4 are
shown. The similar isomers are found for Na and K clusters.
The difference in the geometry is for the metal-F distances.
The calculated binding energies are compared in Table 1. They

TABLE 1: Characteristics of Some of the Clusters Li(HF)n and K(HF)n

ratio of Fermi contact
termFin cluster

a/Fatom

∆VIE/eVb

IEcluster- IEatom

∆RHF
Max/Åc

RHF
cluster- RHF

isol
∆νHF

Max/cm-1 d

νHF
cluster- νHF

isol
BE/kJ mol-1

CP corre (uncorr.)

Li_1 0.704 -0.60 0.012 -236 -15.73 (-21.55)
Li_2-a 0.397 -0.81 0.016 -355 -41.11 (-55.15)
Li_2-b 0.638 -0.29 0.024 -518 -43.23 (-55.66)
Li_3-a 0.045 +0.41 0.044 -1068 -83.34 (-107.75)
Li_3-b 0.142 +0.15 0.063 -1353 -76.93 (-101.22)
Li_4-a 0.032 +0.55 0.038 -921 -104.08 (-129.95)
Li_4-b 0.027 -0.12 0.052 -1204 -124.40 (-158.77)
K_1 0.823 -0.40 0.004 -81
K_2-a 0.613 -0.66 0.005 -108
K_2-b 0.760 -0.16 0.013 -283
K_3-a 0.070 +0.43 0.038 -916
K_3-b 0.284 +0.34 0.038 -902

a Calculated Fermi contact term for an isolated atom: 0.227 for Li and 0.865 for K.b Ionization energy (IE) for an isolated atom: 5.34 eV (515.2
kJ/mol) for Li and 4.24 eV (409.1 kJ/mol) for K.c RHF

isol ) 0.917 d νHF
isol ) 4191.6 cm-1 e Counterpoise corrected binding energy. See text.
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are evaluated with the counterpoise (CP) correction29 to remove
a part of the basis set superposition error (BSSE). In applying
the traditional CP correction to the present systems, there are
two problems. (1) Except for Li(HF), the clusters consist of
more than two molecular units. As discussed by Valiron and
Mayer,30 the proper counterpoise procedure for the clusters
requires the evaluation of the many-body BSSE. (2) To evaluate
the CP correction, we have to identify the monomer units. What
are the proper monomers in Li+(HF)3{e-}? In the present study,
simply a Li atom and a HF molecule are assumed to be
monomer units. In the table, the uncorrected energies are also
given.

For Li(HF)2, the asymmetric isomer [Li_2-b] is slightly more
stable than the symmetric [Li_2-a], andIsoVol(0.5) of
[Li_2-b] is substantially smaller than that of [Li_2-a]. The
changes∆RHF and∆νHF given in Table 1 for [Li_2-b] are for
one of the FH bonds, which interacts with the electron entity
{e-}. Although the ratioFin cluster/Fatom suggests that the odd
electron resides on the metal’s orbital, one of the FH molecules
forms the electron-hydrogen bond, which contributes to
stabilizing the cluster and to shrinking the electron entity{e-}.

For Li(HF)3, the symmetricC3V isomer [Li_3-a] in Figure 2
is definitely more stable than the 2+ 1 type isomer [Li_3-b].
Similar to theC3V isomer [Li_3-a], the hydrogen atoms of two
FH molecules in the isomer [Li_3-b] strongly interact with the
ejected electron; one of the HF molecules is simultaneously
hydrogen bonded to the other FH which is coordinated to the
metal. It is the FH bond of this molecule that is the longest and
weakest in Table 1. The ratioFin cluster/Fatom indicates that there
is a part of the odd electron on the metal, but at the same time,
IsoVol(0.5) is the smallest in Figures 1 and 2. Two dipole
moments of the separately located HF molecules create the
strong electrostatic field to trap the electron.

Because a HF molecule has only a single hydrogen donor
site and a single hydrogen acceptor site, the number of possible
isomers for M(HF)n is limited, which is contrasted with the
clusters M(H2O)n. Because a water molecule has two sites of
hydogen donor and acceptor, the possible choices of hydrogen
bond networks increase withn. No other forms of the isomers
of M(HF)n are foundn e 3.

As shown in Figure 1, two isomers are found for Li(HF)4. In
[Li_4-a], an isolated FH molecule caps on the top of [Li_3-a],
forming aC3V cluster. It is confirmed that the cluster is stable
by evaluating the harmonic frequencies. The isomer [Li_4-b]
is more stable than [Li_4-a], because of the strong Li+

interaction with a FH molecule located at the other side of
(HF)3{e-}.

The other isomer of M+(HF)4{e-}, in which four HF are
equivalently coordinated to the metal ion, was looked for in
vain for MdNa and K. The initial model structure of C4V
collapses to a structure similar to [Li_4-b].

3.4. Ionization Energy. In Table 1, the changes in the
ionization energy are given. Forn ) 1 and 2, the ionization
energy decreases withn, similar to the water-group 1 metal
clusters M(H2O)n.1,2 But for the clusters having the ejected
electron{e-}, the ionization energies increase from a free metal
atom: 5.75 eV for Li(HF)3 [Li_3-a] from 5.34 eV of a Li atom
and 4.67 eV for [K_3-a] from 4.24 eV of a K atom, calculated
with the same level of theory. This is contrasted with the
experimentally and theoretically found facts for the water-group
1 metal clusters M(H2O)n, in which the ionization threshold
energies (ITE) forn g 4 are nearly the same values for the
group 1 metals.1,2 The increase of the ionization energy in
M+(HF)3{e-} might result from the stong electrostatic field from
the three HF molecules and the metal ion. The tightness (or
diffuseness) of the electron cloud{e-} is a good measure of
the electrostatic field where the electron is trapped. The volume
IsoVol(0.5) for M+(HF)3{e-} is 14 Å3 while the smallest for
the clusters M(H2O)n (n e 6, M ) Li and Na) examined in the
previous work6 is 26 Å3 with the same level of approximation.
From the experimental point of view, the increase of the
ionization energy is unfavorable for detecting these clusters.
Because the clusters are neutral, to mass-select the clusters, the
ionization is required; and as was for M(H2O)n, the measurement
of the ITE is the best suited experiments. But if the ionization
energy for the cluster is larger than the reference atom, it might
be difficult to identify the cluster. Photoelectron spectroscopy
might be a possible way with an electron-ion coincidence
technique, because the ion M+(HF)3 is very stable, not dissoci-
ated after the photoionization.

Figure 3. Geometric structures and two SOMOs for the triplet anion{e-}(HF)3Li +(HF)3{e-} and{e-}(HF)3Li +(HF)3{e-} HF. The numbers in the
square brackets are [IsoSurf(0.5), IsoVol(0.5)/Å3].
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3.5. Anions for Electrides. Because the electron{e-}
behaves like an halogen anion, a larger cluster having more
than one{e-} might be possible. Figure 3 shows the geometry
of a triplet anion{e-} (HF)3M+(HF)3{e-}. The unrestricted
Hartree-Fock MP2 was used in optimizing the geometry, and
the S2 value is 2.0015 before the spin projection and 2.0000
after the projection. In the figure, the sum and difference of
two nearly degenerate SOMO (æ32 and æ33) are shown; the
orbital energy difference between two SOMO is 0.30 eV. The
crystal having such a localized electron{e-} as a con-
stituent unit is called an electride.18 The molecular anion,
{e-}(HF)3M+(HF)3{e-}, might be possibly such a unit in the
crystal. To examine the stability of the larger anion, another
HF is added on the top of{e-}, as in [Li_4-a]; another triplet
anion{e-}(HF)3M+(HF)3{e-}HF is found as shown in Figure
3. Two SOMOs are drawn in the figure, and the orbital energy
difference is 0.88 eV.

4. Concluding Remarks

It is interesting to design the electrides and molecular
assemblies having a{e-}(HF)3M+(HF)3{e-} as an anion unit.
One of the keys in the design is the search for the proper counter
cations. The collaborative works with organic and inorganic
chemists are essential. It is expected that these electrides and
assemblies have the unique optical, magnetic, and electric
properties.

In recent years many experimental31,32 and computational
works33 of water cluster anions are reported. In this paper, we
demonstrated a mechanism to localize the excess electron and
to create the entity{e-}. It is characterized by an “electron
bound by the surrounding multi-dipole moments” and by the
“electron-hydrogen bond”. These characteristics might help us
to understand the structures and dynamics of the water cluster
anions.

To evaluate the accurate binding energy of M(HF)n, the BSSE
has to be removed, but the ordinal CP method is not suitable to
estimate it for the clusters studied in this work. It is because
the electronic structure of the constituent units changes with
the geometry and the size of the clusters and because the many-
body terms are expected to be large. The simplest way to avoid
the BSSE is to use the extensive basis set having both diffuse
and high angular momentum functions, but it requires the large
computer resources. As an alternative way, we have developed
the perturbation theory (PT) based on the locally projected
molecular orbital (LP MO),34,35which gives the binding energy
close to the CP corrected HF energy for large clusters for a
cost of a single supermolecule calculation. At this moment, the
code for LP MO is only for the closed shell clusters. To apply
this method to the clusters M(HF)n, the theory and code for the
open shell system have to be developed.36
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